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Video Highlights

In this episode of MSC's Tooling Up, Toni Neary is joined by Keith Hoover, Regional Product Manager at
Kennametal for a discussion on their Drill Fix PRO indexable drilling platform.

Join Keith and Toni as their conversation takes them through the science of holemaking, Kennametal’s
customer-focused approach to product development, and their new Drill Fix PRO offering. The
conversation focuses on the science behind effective holemaking, customer-focused innovation, and
features the new Drill Fix PRO, Kennametal’s advanced indexable drill developed based on customer
feedback and industry demands. The conversation focuses on the benefits of the Drill Fix PRO by
maximizing versatility, reducing cutting forces, and enhancing economic benefits for users. They also
take a look under the hood at what exactly sets Drill Fix PRO apart from its competitors.

This insightful episode of Tooling Up offers viewers a captivating journey through the world of
holemaking, showcasing the innovative spirit, engineering expertise, and customer-centric approach
that define Kennametal's contributions to metalworking. Whether you're an engineer, machining
enthusiast, or simply curious about the science behind precision holemaking, this episode is a wealth of
knowledge and inspiration that you won’t want to miss. 

To learn more about Kennametal and their full line of products, visit MSCDirect.com.

For even more metalworking insights and expertise check out MSC's Better MRO knowledge hub. 

For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist.

Tooling Up is a video series by MSC Industrial Supply Company that provides real-world insights
brought to you by leading industry experts and aimed at improving the efficiency and productivity of
your operations. Through Tooling Up, you’ll gain access to our knowledgeable in-house specialists and
experts from our most-trusted partners and suppliers, along with some exclusive innovative offerings
from MSC. From metalworking and MRO supplies, services, and expertise, to inventory management
solutions, and to the safety and well-being of your team, we are dedicated to working side-by-side with

https://www.mscdirect.com/kennametal
https://www.mscdirect.com/betterMRO/metalworking
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7hKveeJMS3_tEbJDHF1IiRFb-fdRo-Yt


you to make your operations better.  

For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist and subscribe to our YouTube
channel.
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